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1. Read the three papers on the reading list by Chetty and his coauthors

(Chetty and Hendren, 2018a,b; Chetty et al., 2020). Evaluate the iden-

tification strategies they use to establish neighborhood exposure as a

determinant of child lifetime outcomes.

2. Now, keeping the Chetty papers in mind, specifically write out the fol-

lowing:

(a) The formal model of neighborhood choice by families that is implicit

in these papers. How do families sort by age of child?

(b) The model of the timing of choice and persistence of neighborhood

residence.

(c) The criteria regarding child outcomes parents use to make these

decisions.

3. How do the decisions you analyzed in the previous part affect identifica-

tion of the causal effect of neighborhood exposure? Define exactly what

exposure means. Is it related to schooling? crime? parental characteris-

tics?

4. Assess the empirical tests and estimates in these papers given your an-

swers to to the previous two parts.



5. Interpret the Chetty-Hendren papers using the Seshadri-Durlauf model.

6. Interpret the Chetty-Hendren and Seshadri-Durlauf papers using the

framework of Becker et al. (2018) and Cunha and Heckman (2007).

7. Review the evidence on the quantitative importance of credit market

constraints in explaining the slow response in educational attainment

in the U.S. in reaction to rising skill prices. How important (quantita-

tively) are credit markets in explaining inequality in schooling and in

intergenerational immobility and the observed trends?

8. Under what conditions, if any, is it economically optimal (output maxi-

mizing) to invest relatively more in social programs in the early years of

children born into disadvantage as opposed to investing more in children

born into advantage?

(a) Should society invest more in the initially-advantaged at later stages

of the life cycle? Give precise conditions.

(b) Define dynamic complementarity. What is the proper measure of

early life advantage?
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